Positive outcomes of oil palm phenolics on degenerative diseases in animal models
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Abstract
It is well established that plant phenolics elicit various biological activities, with positive effects on health. Palm oil production results in large volumes of aqueous by-products containing phenolics. In the present study, we describe the effects of oil palm phenolics (OPP) on several degenerative conditions using various animal models. OPP reduced blood pressure in a NO-deficient rat model, protected against ischaemia-induced cardiac arrhythmia in rats and reduced plaque formation in rabbits fed an atherogenic diet. In Nile rats, a spontaneous model of the metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes, OPP protected against multiple aspects of the syndrome and diabetes progression. In tumour-inoculated mice, OPP protected against cancer progression. Microarray studies on the tumours showed differential transcriptome profiles that suggest anti-tumour molecular mechanisms involved in OPP action. Thus, initial studies suggest that OPP may have potential against several chronic disease outcomes in mammals.
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Phenolic phytochemicals are secondary metabolites of plant origin. These metabolites protect the plants against biological and environmental stresses. Because of their important protective biological functions, they are ubiquitous in plants and therefore are found in almost all food groups. Despite their wide distribution, the health effects of dietary phenolics have only recently attracted the interest of nutritionists, more attention having been paid before to antioxidant vitamins such as ascorbic acid, tocopherols and carotenoids. The diversity and structural complexity of phenolics is one of the main factors that have delayed their research.

Emerging epidemiological evidence is increasingly attesting to the positive effects of fruits and vegetables in managing chronic and infectious diseases. These beneficial effects are attributed to the antioxidant activity of the constituent phenolic metabolites. The phenolic ring and hydroxyl substituents of these compounds can function as effective antioxidants due to their ability to capture free radicals by donating hydrogen atoms or electrons. Their bioactivity may also be related to the ability to chelate metals and inhibit lipo-oxygenases. However, the biological effects of phenolics may extend well beyond the modulation of oxidative stress. For example, soya isoflavones modulate endocrine function by interacting with oestrogen receptors. NO bioavailability influences insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and vascular tone. There is scientific evidence that phenolics exert significant vascular protection because of their antioxidant properties and increased NO bioavailability. A detailed understanding of the molecular events underlying these effects may provide insights into the mechanisms of action of some of these plant metabolites.
various biological effects is essential for evaluation of the overall impact on disease risk and progression.

The importance and demand for natural antioxidants have grown in recent years. Fruit processing residues are attractive and inexpensive sources of phenolic antioxidants. For example, apple pomace has been reported to be a source of polyphenolic compounds (6,7). In the previous study, we showed that the vegetation liquor from the palm oil milling process is a rich source of phenolics and presented evidence based on in vitro and ex vivo studies that oil palm phenolics (OPP) have free radical-scavenging activity and protective bioactivities against CVD (8). In the present study, we describe in vivo whole animal studies designed to identify specific bioactivities in relation to chronic diseases. The studies provide an indication that OPP may provide protection against major degenerative disorders including CVD, diabetes and cancer.

**Materials and methods**

**Oil palm phenolic samples**

For all the animal studies carried out in the present study, OPP was prepared according to the methods described by Sambanthamurthi et al. (9). OPP contains numerous phenolic acids. There are three isomers of caffeoylshikimic acid that are found to be major components of the extract (10). Other phenolic acids include caffeic acid, protocatechuic acid and $\beta$-hydroxybenzoic acid. The detailed composition of OPP is as described earlier (8).

**Blood pressure studies**

The use of animals in the cardiovascular studies (whole animal blood pressure (BP) and cardiac arrhythmia experiments) was approved by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation-Health Sciences and Nutrition Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee. All experimental procedures including the care, handling and maintenance of the experimental animals were performed according to the National Health and Medical Research Council guidelines for the use and care of animals for experimental purposes.

An NO-deficient rat model of hypertension was used. This animal model involves the inhibition of endogenous NO production with $N^G$-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) that leads to an elevation in BP (11). In this experiment, 12-week-old male Sprague–Dawley rats (Animal Resources Centre, Canning Vale, WA, Australia) were fed a standard laboratory rat diet (Glen Forrest Stock Feeders, Glen Forrest, WA, Australia). OPP was provided as a drink (30 ml/rat per d) from the start of the experiment at two different concentrations: 1500 mg/l gallic acid equivalent (GAE) and 3000 mg/l GAE. After 4 weeks on OPP, rats were challenged with L-NAME (final dosage of 15 mg/kg), and the treatments were continued for a further 8 weeks. The four experimental groups included (1) control, (2) L-NAME, (3) L-NAME + OPP (1500 mg/l GAE) and (4) L-NAME + OPP (3000 mg/l GAE).

BP was monitored fortnightly by a standard photoelectric tail-cuff procedure (IITC Life Sciences, Woodlands Hills, CA, USA) as described previously (12,13). Briefly, pre-trained rats were placed in restraining tubes (IITC models 805 and 815), and the tails were occluded with an appropriate-sized cuff coupled to a pneumatic pulse transducer and electrophysiograph (IITC model 65-12). The pulse was detected as the cuff pressure was reduced, and the pressure at which the first pulse was detected was taken as the systolic BP and computed automatically (IITC software package). The ambient temperature was carefully controlled (30°C), and the average of three to four readings was taken as the final reading.

**Cardiac arrhythmia studies**

In this experiment, 4-week-old male Wistar Kyoto rats ($n$ 25), sourced from the Animal Resources Centre, were fed a pro-arrhythmic diet (consisted of a standard laboratory diet further supplemented with 5% (w/w) lard; Glen Forrest Stock Feeders) for 4 months in the presence or absence of OPP. OPP was provided as the drinking fluid (35 ml/rat per d) at a concentration of 1500 mg/l GAE. The control group received water. At the end of the feeding period, animals were subjected to acute myocardial ischaemia for 30 min by a temporary occlusion of the left anterior descending coronary artery, and the vulnerability to ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation (VF) and sudden cardiac death was quantified (14,15).

**Atherosclerosis studies**

A total of twenty-seven male New Zealand White rabbits, aged 4–5 months, were obtained from the Institute of Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, after ethical clearance on all animal experimental procedures involving animals was obtained from the Animal Care and Use Committee of the National University of Malaysia, Bangi, Selangor, Malaysia. These animals were divided into three groups of nine and were fed an atherogenic diet for 100 d. The diet contained 35% energy from fat, 40% energy from carbohydrate and 25% energy from protein, with added cholesterol (0.15%, w/w). The fat comprised 67.1% SFA, primarily as lauric acid (12:0) and myristic acid (14:0). The control group was fed the atherogenic diet and provided distilled water as the sole drinking water. OPP were tested at two concentrations in two groups of nine animals each, and these animals were fed the atherogenic diet and supplemented with OPP at a concentration of either 500 or 1000 mg/l GAE in the drinking fluid. At the end of the animal feeding, the rabbits were killed by exsanguination following anaesthetisation with a mixture of ketamine and xylotet (0.1 ml/kg body weight), and entire aortas were traced, dissected and fixed in 10% (v/v) formalin. The aortas were then stained with Oil Red-O, which resulted in lipid deposits in the aortas being stained red. Delineation of atheromatous deposits in the intima and lesions were quantified using a digital image analysis system, as described by Paigen et al. (16). Fibrous and fatty plaques, fatty streaks and lesion-free areas of the aorta were quantified as percentage of total aorta area examined.
Anti-diabetic studies and clinical biochemistry analysis

To examine OPP for possible protective effects against diabetes, Nile rats (Arvicanchis niloticus), also known as African grass rats, from the Brandeis University breeding colony, were studied as the model of choice. In captivity, Nile rats fed a standard rat chow develop type 2 diabetes and exhibit all aspects of the metabolic syndrome examined to date\(^{17,18}\). All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with protocols approved by the Animal Care Committee of Brandeis University.

A total of fourteen 12-week-old male Nile rats fed a standard rat chow (Lab Diet no. 5020; Purina Mills, St Louis, MO, USA) were divided into two equal groups and studied for a 17-week period. The treatment group drank OPP at 1800 mg/l GAE as their water supply, whereas the untreated group received distilled water. A shorter pilot study indicated that treatment effects could be expected between 900 and 1800 mg/l GAE. The animals were weighed initially and before killing by exsanguination under anaesthesia at the end of the 17-week period.

Fasting blood glucose was measured in tail blood following light anaesthesia (CO\(_2\) + O\(_2\), 1:1 mixture) at study origin after the rats were deprived of food for 15 h overnight. Glucose was measured with an Elite XL glucometer (Bayer Company, Elkhart, IN, USA) standardised against a conventional spectrophotometric assay.

For terminal measurement of plasma TAG, total cholesterol (TC) and insulin, fasting blood samples were collected by cardiac puncture under O\(_2\)/CO\(_2\) anaesthesia and placed in plastic vials moistened with EDTA. Plasma TAG and TC were determined spectrophotometrically using Infinity\textsuperscript{TM} kits (TAG ref no. TR22421, TC ref no. TR13421; ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Insulin was determined using an ELISA kit for rat insulin (Linco Research, St Charles, MO, USA).

Liver lipids (TAG and TC) were extracted from 0.1 g of tissue ground with 4 g of sodium sulphate using a 2:1 chloroform–methanol solution. Total extract was combined and dried extensively to remove chloroform. An aliquot (10–20 \(\mu\)l) of each sample was dried under N\(_2\) and redissolved in 1 ml of chloroform. An aliquot (50 \(\mu\)l of Triton X-100 and chloroform:1:1 by volume). The solution was dried extensively to remove chloroform. TAG and TC were then determined using the appropriate Infinity\textsuperscript{TM} kits.

Anti-tumour studies and microarray gene expression analysis

In this experiment, 6-week-old male inbred BALB/c mice were purchased from the Institute of Medical Research, after ethical clearance on all experimental procedures involving animals was obtained from the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The mice were injected subcutaneously at the dorsum of the neck with IgA-secreting J558 mouse myeloma cells (ATCC TIB-6) after acclimatisation for 1 week. The mice were then divided into two groups, one group was given distilled water (\(n\) 15) and the other was given OPP (1500 mg/l GAE) (\(n\) 15). The mice were killed by exsanguination under anaesthesia after 4 weeks, when the presence of tumours was observed through palpation at the neck. Tumours were excised, weighed, their dimensions (length, width and height) measured, snap-frozen in liquid N\(_2\) and stored at \(-80^\circ\text{C}\). Tumour volume was calculated with the formula \(\pi/6 \times \text{length} \times \text{width} \times \text{height}\), which has the highest correlation with tumour mass as this is the formula of an ellipsoid\(^{19,20}\), which was the shape of the subcutaneous J558 tumours in the present study.

All precautions in handling RNA were taken in the present study. Total RNA isolation from mouse tumours was carried out using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA) and QIAshredder homogeniser (Qiagen, Inc.). The total RNA samples obtained were subjected to a NanoDrop 1000A Spectrophotometer for yield and purity assessment. Integrity of the total RNA samples was then assessed using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Chip Assay Kit (Agilent Technologies). A total of four total RNA samples with the highest RNA integrity numbers and 28S/18S rRNA ratios within each condition were then selected for microarray studies.

Amplification of total RNA samples, which were of high yield, purity and integrity, was carried out using the Illumina TotalPrep RNA Amplification Kit (Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX, USA). The biotinylated-complementary RNA produced was then hybridised to the Illumina MouseRef-8 Expression BeadChip version 1 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) using the Direct Hybridisation Kit (Illumina, Inc.). Illumina MouseRef-8 Expression BeadChips contained 50-mer gene-specific probes for over 24,000 genes, which were designed based on the Mouse Exonic-Evidence-Based Oligonucleotide set, the RIKEN FANTOM 2 database and the National Center for Biotechnology Information RefSeq (Release 5) transcript database. Microarray hybridisation, washing and scanning were carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

In brief, complementary RNA was added to a hybridisation buffer, and the hybridisation mixture was then briefly heated and hybridised to an Illumina BeadChip. The hybridised microarray then underwent a series of washes using the wash buffers provided and 100% (v/v) ethanol (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Non-specific hybridisation was blocked before incubating the microarray with the Amersham Fluorolink Streptavidin Cy-3 dye (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Little Chalfont, UK) for detection, followed by a final wash with the wash buffer. The microarray was then dried and scanned with the Illumina BeadArray Reader confocal scanner and Illumina BeadScan software (Illumina, Inc.), available at the Malaysia Genome Institute, National University of Malaysia. The raw gene expression data obtained are available at Gene Expression Omnibus\(^{22}(\text{accession no. GSE17614).}\)

Quality control of the hybridisation, microarray data extraction and initial analysis were carried out using the Illumina BeadStudio software (Illumina, Inc.). Outlier samples were removed via hierarchical clustering analysis provided by the Illumina BeadStudio software and also using the TIGR MeV software (Institute for Genomic Research, Rockville, MD, USA)\(^{22}(\text{via different distance metrics. A minimum of three replicates per condition (with outliers removed) was then considered for further analysis. Gene expression values were normalised using the rank invariant method, and genes that
had a detection level of more than 0.99 in either the control or
treatment samples were considered significantly detected.
To filter the data for genes that changed significantly in
terms of statistics, the Illumina custom error model was
used and genes were considered significantly changed at a
'Differential Score' of more than 13, which was equivalent
to a $P$ value of $<0.05$.

The genes and their corresponding data were then exported
into the Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft Corporation,
Richmond, WA, USA) for further analysis. To calculate fold
changes, an arbitrary value of 10 was given to expression
values, which were less than 10. Fold changes were then cal-
culated by dividing means of Signal Y (treatment) with means
of Signal X (control) if the genes were up-regulated and vice
versa if the genes were down-regulated. A two-way (gene and
sample) hierarchical clustering of the significant genes was then
performed using the TIGR MeV software (22) to ensure that
the replicates of each condition were clustered to each other.
The Euclidean distance metric and average linkage method
were used to carry out the hierarchical clustering analysis.

Changes in biological pathways and gene ontologies were
assessed via functional analysis, using GenMAPP (23) and
MAPPFinder (24) software (both University of California at San
Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA). The MAPPFinder software
ranks GenMAPP (pathways) and gene ontologies based on the
hypergeometric distribution. Readers are referred to Doniger
et al. (24) for further explanations of the terms used in the
MAPPFinder software. GenMAPP and gene ontologies that
had permuted $P$ values of less than 0.05, number of genes
changed of more than or equal to 2 and Z scores of more
than 2 were considered significant. Boxes coloured yellow
indicate genes that were up-regulated, while those coloured
blue indicate genes that were down-regulated. Individual
boxes that have different shadings within them indicate the
presence of multiple probes (splice transcripts) within a
single gene.

Changes in regulatory networks were also analysed
through the use of the Ingenuity Pathways Analysis software
(Ingenity Systems, Redwood City, CA, USA). For each
organ, a dataset containing differentially expressed genes
and their corresponding fold changes was uploaded into the
application. Analysis of up-regulated and down-regulated
genes was carried out separately. Each gene identifier was
mapped to its corresponding gene object in the Ingenuity
Pathways Knowledge Base. These genes were then overlaid
onto a global molecular network developed from information
contained in the Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base. Networks of these focus genes were then algorithmically gen-
erated based on their connectivity. A network is a graphical
representation of the molecular relationships between genes
or gene products. Genes or gene products were represented
as nodes (shapes), and the biological relationship between
two nodes was represented as an edge (line). The intensity
of the node colour indicates the degree of up-regulation
(red) or down-regulation (green). Nodes were displayed
using various shapes that represented the functional class of
the gene product. Edges were displayed with various
labels that described the nature of the relationship between
the nodes.

We carried out two-step real-time quantitative RT-PCR
(qRT-PCR) studies on target genes selected to represent the
tumours used in the microarray experiments, using TaqMan
Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA). Primer and probe sets for the selected genes were
obtained from the ABI InVentoried Assays-On-Demand
(Applied Biosystems). Reactions were carried out according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quality control of the
replicates used, real-time qRT-PCR data extraction and initial
analysis were carried out using the 7000 Sequence Detection
System software (Applied Biosystems). Relative quantification
of the target genes of interest was carried out using the qBase
1.3.5 software (Center for Medical Genetics, Ghent University
Hospital, Ghent, Belgium) (25), which takes into account the
calculations of amplification efficiencies and multiple refer-
ence genes. Expression levels of target genes were normalised
to the geometric mean of the three most stable reference
genes, chosen from the four tested, namely RAS p21 protein
activator 1 (Rasa1), sema domain Ig domain (Ig) transmem-
brane domain and short cytoplasmic domain (semaphorin)
4A (Sema4a), protein-tyrosine sulfotransferase 2 (Tps2), and
eukaryotic 18S rRNA endogenous control (18S rRNA). The
first three reference genes were selected based on the micro-
array data, while the fourth is a common reference gene used
in real-time qRT-PCR experiments. Stability of these reference
genes was assessed using the geNorm 3.5 software (Center for
Medical Genetics) (26).

Statistical analysis
Data were analysed using the Statistical Analysis System
program. The experimental results are expressed as means
and standard deviations, unless otherwise stated. A two-tailed
unpaired Student’s $t$ test (comparison of two groups) or
ANOVA (comparison of more than two groups) was performed,
and significant differences between means were determined.
Where appropriate, the required post hoc statistical analyses
were applied for a more robust outcome. These are indicated
and explained in the appropriate tables and figures. For all
outcomes, $P<0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

Results and discussion
Oil palm phenolic samples
OPP in oil palm vegetation liquor ranged from 1.38 to 2.43%
on a dry weight basis (10). The remaining 98% on a dry weight
basis consists of fruit sugars, soluble fibres, organic acids and
water-soluble vitamins, etc. It is known that phenolics are
minor components in all plants, similar to other phytoneutrients
such as carotenoids and tocols (vitamin E). However, they are
only needed in small quantities to affect a biological response.
Since the present study is the first to test the effects of OPP on
animals, we arbitrarily chose 500 mg/l GAE as the lowest con-
centration to investigate whether there were any biological
effects on animals. Having determined the positive effects,
we moved on to test a whole range of concentrations, with 500 mg/l GAE as the lowest dose and 3000 mg/l GAE as the highest dose. For the anti-diabetic study with Nile rats, a shorter pilot study has indicated that treatment effects could be expected between 900 and 1800 mg/l GAE (data not shown). As such, in the present study, we report the results for the highest dose tested (1800 mg/l GAE). In rat studies, the volume of OPP given was 30–35 mL/d for all concentrations tested. Based on an average rat weight of 300 g, this would be equivalent to the consumption of about 1000 ml of OPP by a 60 kg human subject, which is calculated based on the body surface area normalisation method[27].

Cardiovascular protection

In vivo animal studies assessed the possible cardioprotective effects of OPP. These include studies on BP regulation in rats treated with L-NAME, an inhibitor of NO synthase, cardiac arrhythmia studies using rat models of coronary artery ligation and atherosclerosis studies using rabbits.

In BP regulation studies, 12-week-old Sprague–Dawley rats were supplemented at two different doses of OPP (1500 and 3000 mg/l GAE) for 4 weeks before being treated with L-NAME. At 10 mg/kg, L-NAME resulted in a sharp rise in BP (18 mmHg) in the L-NAME control group (Fig. 1). However, no such initial rise was observed in rats that were treated with OPP. An increase in L-NAME dosage to 15 mg/kg resulted in a gradual increase in BP in OPP-treated rats over time. This was in contrast to the untreated control group, where L-NAME-treated (15 mg/kg) rats developed significantly higher BP values. This protection against hypertension by OPP was greater in rats at the higher dose (Fig. 1).

Oral administration of OPP thus lowered BP in a NO-deficient rat model of hypertension and is consistent with the observations made with isolated vascular preparations described in the previous study[8]. In addition to the possible direct effect on the endothelial NO synthase system, OPP being an antioxidant may have scavenged the increased reactive oxygen species associated with L-NAME, thus reducing or inhibiting oxidative stress central to the development of hypertension and atherosclerosis. Therefore, OPP may have broad applications in modulating NO in chronic syndromes such as CVD.

The potential cardioprotective effect of OPP was also evaluated using an in vivo rat model of cardiac arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death, following a long-term dietary regimen. At the end of the 4-month feeding period, rats were subjected to myocardial ischaemia by ligating and hence occluding the coronary artery. The vulnerability to ventricular tachycardia, VF and sudden cardiac death was measured. The incidence of ventricular tachycardia was not influenced by OPP, but there was a trend (not significant) towards a lower mean duration of ventricular tachycardia (Table 1). In contrast, OPP at 1500 mg/l in drinking-water resulted in a significantly lower incidence ($P<0.05$, $\chi^2$) of VF. Of the twenty-five rats, thirteen (52%) went into VF compared with twenty-one out of twenty-three rats (91%) in the unsupplemented controls. Rats receiving OPP also had a significantly shorter ($P<0.05$ or better) duration of VF. The overall mortality in the OPP group was five out of twenty-five (20%) compared with nine out of twenty-three (40%) in the control group. No significant difference was evident in the area of the myocardium that was rendered ischaemic by ligation of the coronary artery, suggesting that these observations were independent of the surgical procedure.

As atherosclerosis represents an important component of CVD, the development of atherosclerosis was assessed in rabbits fed a high-fat, cholesterol-rich atherogenic diet. As expected, control rabbits fed this atherogenic diet developed extensive fibrous and fatty plaques as well as fatty streaks in their aortas (Table 2). On the other hand, animals given the same atherogenic diet but supplemented with OPP as drinking fluid resulted in significantly reduced fatty plaques and fatty streaks. In addition, lesion-free areas in OPP-supplemented animals were more prevalent, indicating a net protection against the development and progression of atherosclerosis. The morphology and progression of atheromatous lesions in rabbits were similar to that described in human atheromatous lesions[28]. While the results obtained may not be directly

---

**Table 1. Reduction of vulnerability to ventricular tachycardia (VT), ventricular fibrillation (VF) and mortality in rat models of cardiac arrhythmia (Mean values, standard deviations and percentages)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters measured</th>
<th>Distilled water (control) (n=23)</th>
<th>OPP (1500 mg/l GAE) (n=25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VT incidence (%) of animals</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF duration (s)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF incidence (%) of animals</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT incidence (%) of animals</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF duration (s)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality (%) of animals</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic myocardium area zone-at-risk (%)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPP, oil palm phenolics; GAE, gallic acid equivalent.

* Values were significantly different ($P<0.05$).
translated to human subjects, it is nonetheless strong evidence of bioactivity and hence bioavailability.

**Protection against diabetes**

Providing OPP *ad libitum* at 1800 mg/l GAE as the sole drinking fluid for 17 weeks blocked diabetes progression (hyperglycaemia and hyperlipaemia) in 12-week-old male Nile rats as evidenced by normalisation of initially elevated blood glucose and plasma lipids (Table 3). Rats that were not supplemented with OPP eventually progressed to severe polyuria and polydipsia with enlarged kidneys and livers. Fasting blood glucose levels at the start of the experiment indicated early diabetes in the OPP-treated group (1250 mg/l on average), which subsequently improved after 17 weeks of OPP treatment (480 mg/l), while glucose in the untreated rats rose from pre-diabetic (870 mg/l) to diabetic (1370 mg/l) levels. Normal glucose in Nile rats ranges from about 400 mg/l at weaning to about 900 mg/l as non-diabetic young adults. Values exceeding 4000 mg/l are common in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of lesion</th>
<th>Distilled water (control)</th>
<th>OPP (500 mg/l GAE)</th>
<th>OPP (1000 mg/l GAE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous plaque†</td>
<td>7.96 a,b</td>
<td>1.41 a,c</td>
<td>0.96 a,c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty plaque‡</td>
<td>8.53 a,b</td>
<td>4.82 a,c</td>
<td>3.49 a,c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty streak§</td>
<td>12.41 a,b</td>
<td>10.28 a,c</td>
<td>6.45 a,c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion-free area</td>
<td>70.93 a,b</td>
<td>83.40 a</td>
<td>87.92 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area (%)</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPP, oil palm phenolics; GAE, gallic acid equivalent.
a,b,c Mean values with like superscript letters were significantly different from each other (*P*<0.05).
† Raised nodular lesions, continuous, intense red, white hard and visible to naked eyes.
‡ Raised distinct lesions, intensely stained red.
§ Lipid accumulation, stained light red.
|| Healthy intima.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>OPP (1800 mg/l GAE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diet (kJ/g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial (11–13 weeks old)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final (at 30 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-weight gain (g/d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food intake (overall average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g/d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kJ/d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kJ/d per kg body weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water or OPP intake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At third month (ml/d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At third month (kJ/d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy intake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food + OPP (kJ/d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP intake at third month (mg/d per kg body weight)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ weight (% body weight)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose (total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting blood glucose (mg/l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final (at 16–17 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final plasma insulin (ng/ml)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma TAG (mg/l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final (at 17 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma TC (mg/l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final (at 17 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GAE, gallic acid equivalent; TC, total cholesterol.
* Male Nile rats, 12 weeks old, were fed standard chow 5020 and drinking-water or OPP for 17 weeks.
† Mean values were significantly different (*P*<0.05).
non-fasting diabetic adult rats. Slightly higher plasma insulin in the treatment group suggests that OPP may have enhanced insulin production, even as β-cells failed in the controls(29). Plasma lipids including TAG and TC in untreated rats were severely elevated by the end of the study compared with rats receiving OPP, which had plasma lipid values that were essentially normal.

Wild-type Nile rats exhibit extensive variation in their rate of developing diabetes(17), so the plasma TC and TAG elevation varies based on their degree of diabetes. But when the extent of individual hyperglycaemia is correlated with TC, and especially with TAG, the relationship is extremely powerful, with $R^2$ correlation values obtained typically $>0.70$–0.75. This is also true for relationships between liver weight and blood glucose, and between kidney weight and blood glucose. Thus, the parameters evaluated in the present study (glucose, TC, TAG, liver and kidney weights) are good markers of diabetic status and the metabolic syndrome, and all are highly interrelated, as one would predict for diabetes and the metabolic syndrome in human subjects. Elevated TAG, hyperglycaemia, depressed HDL and fatty liver are common to this animal model and the human disease(17). It is important to note that while some of the seven control rats were diabetic by the end of the present study (blood glucose $>1100$ mg/l), none of the OPP group was diabetic (blood glucose $<1000$ mg/l). The probability that this was not due to chance was significant at $P<0.05$, with the means being especially supported by the observation that blood glucose levels in most of the rats receiving OPP declined, whereas those in most of the controls increased. Expressing the data as percentage of change would have been more striking, but that would deprive the reader of appreciating the true biological variation that was observed in the present study. Furthermore, the effect of OPP on diabetes was confirmed statistically (despite the inherent variation) by all the other criteria (TAG, TC, liver and kidney weights).

The present results thus imply that OPP protects against (and may even reverse) early type 2 diabetes characterised by hyperglycaemia and hyperlipaemia in a model that develops spontaneous diabetes when fed typical rat chow. This is line with the knowledge that phenolics confer anti-diabetic effects via various mechanisms, including reducing oxidative stress(30) and lipid peroxidation(31), defending pancreatic cells from oxidative damage(32), protecting lymphocytes from DNA damage(33), as well as preserving vascular functions in diabetic complications(34). Mulvihill et al.(35) reported that naringenin attenuated dyslipaemia and hyperinsulinemia in LDL receptor null mice with diet-induced insulin resistance. Anderson(36) reported that cinnamon polyphenols improved insulin sensitivity in vitro and in individuals with type 2 diabetes. Subjects with the metabolic syndrome who consumed an aqueous extract of cinnamon have been shown to have improved fasting blood glucose, systolic BP, percentage body fat and lean body mass compared with the placebo group. Huang et al.(37) investigated the effects of caffeic and cinnamic acids on glucose uptake by insulin-resistant mouse liver FL83B cells. Their results suggested that these phenolic acids promoted insulin receptor tyrosyl phosphorylation, up-regulated the expression of insulin signal-associated proteins (insulin receptor, phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase, glycogen synthase and GLUT-2), increased the uptake of glucose, and therefore alleviated insulin resistance in the cells.

Insulin resistance is the main trigger for the metabolic syndrome and is a consequence of the inability of insulin to efficiently signal its receptor kinase and/or downstream targets. Assuming OPP can be found to attenuate metabolic disorders linked to insulin resistance in other systems, it holds promise for this aspect of the metabolic syndrome.

### Anti-tumour effects

The possible anti-tumour properties of OPP were studied using 7-week-old BALB/c mice subcutaneously inoculated with syngeneic J558 mouse myeloma cells. All animals were given standard rodent chow in this experiment. The test animals were given OPP (1500 mg/l GAE) ad libitum as the sole fluid source, while the control animals received distilled water. No significant differences were observed in tumour incidence (Fig. 2(a)), as the entire tumour mass typically grows at the site of injection. However, this experiment revealed a significant reduction in tumour volume (Fig. 2(b)) and weight (Fig. 2(c)) in the OPP-treated group.

As an extension to this anti-tumour observation, we explored the possible molecular mechanisms involved by using microarray analysis. Functional analysis carried out using microarray data obtained from tumours of mice indicated that genes involved in the cell cycle were differentially expressed (Fig. 3(a)) in the OPP-treated group. The genes and functions significantly affected by OPP are listed in supplementary materials (available online at http://www.journals.cambridge.org/bjn). On the one hand, genes such as cyclin D2 (Ccnd2), cyclin E2 (Ccne2), cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (Cdk4) and cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (Cdk2) were up-regulated by OPP. On the other hand, genes such as cyclin A2 (Ccna2), cyclin B1 (Ccnb1), polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1), mitotic arrest deficient 2, homologue-like 1 (Mad2l1), cell division cycle 20 homologue (Cdc20), histone deacetylase 6 (Hdac6) and minichromosome maintenance deficient 6 (Mcm6) were down-regulated by OPP. The directions and fold changes for two of these genes, Ccne2 and Ccna2, obtained from real-time qRT-PCR, were comparable with those obtained using the microarray technique (Fig. 3(b)), thus validating the microarray results obtained.

The regulation of cell-cycle genes found in the present study suggests that OPP may inhibit tumour growth in vivo by inducing a G1/S phase arrest in the cell cycle(38). This is consistent with observations made in several cancer cell lines, in which cell-cycle arrest was brought about by other phenolic antioxidants such as phenolic acids(39), hydroxytyrosol(40,41), resveratrol(42), piceatannol(43), genistein(44) and luteolin(45). Interestingly, the same genes that we found to be significantly changed by OPP were also found to be regulated, but in the opposite direction, in colorectal tumour cells resistant to a combined chemotherapy of folinic acid, 5-fluorouracil and irinotecan(46). The opposite direction of regulation of these genes by OPP thus indicates that OPP may help...
Fig. 2. *In vivo* anti-tumour effects of oil palm phenolics. (a) Tumour incidence, (b) tumour volume reduction and (c) tumour weight reduction. * Values were significantly different as assessed by the two-tailed unpaired Student’s *t* test, *n* 12–13 (*P* < 0.05).
Fig. 3. Microarray analysis results obtained from the anti-tumour studies of oil palm phenolics (OPP). (a) Genes differentially expressed in the tumour cell cycle pathway as indicated by the GenMAPP analysis indicate cytoytic effects of OPP (Illumina custom error model P<0.05, n=3–4). The figure is adapted from KEGG and maintained by GenMAPP.org. (b) Gene expression fold changes of two cell-cycle genes as determined by microarray and real-time quantitative RT-PCR experiments were comparable, thus validating the microarray results obtained. (c) Genes down-regulated in the Stat3 and Cxcl12 network generated by the Ingenuity Pathways Analysis software indicate possible anti-invasiveness and anti-metastatic potential of OPP.  

Microarray;  
Real-time quantitative RT-PCR. ORC, origin recognition complex; MCM, mini-chromosome maintenance; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; SCF, Skp1/Cul1/F-box complex; ARF, alternative reading frame; APC/C, anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome; MEN, mitotic exit network; CT, cancer-tumours.
sensitise tumour cells towards chemotherapy, and suggests that it might be used together with selected chemotherapeutic agents for enhanced cytotoxicity in cancer cells.

Furthermore, genes that are normally associated with cancer proliferation and invasion such as signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (Stat3) and chemokine (C–X–C motif) ligand 12 (Cxc12) were also down-regulated by OPP (Fig. 3(c)). Stat3 signalling is oncogenic and is required for the transformation of various primary cancer and tumour-derived cell lines. Thus, many cancer-derived cell lines that contain constitutively activated Stat3 are dependent on this protein, and they undergo growth arrest or apoptosis when treated with antisense or dominant negative constructs directed at Stat3 (47). Niu et al. (48) showed that blocking Stat3 in cancer cells up-regulates the expression of p53, leading to p53-mediated tumour cell apoptosis. In addition, inhibition of constitutive Stat3 activity in haematopoietic malignancies such as non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and multiple myeloma sensitises these resistant cancers to chemotherapeutic drug-mediated apoptosis (49), as well as suppresses the growth of prostate (50) and astrocytoma (51) cancer cells. In agreement with this, resveratrol, which has been reported to have anti-tumour properties, was also found to inhibit Stat3 signalling in transformed mouse fibroblasts as well as human breast, pancreatic and prostate carcinoma cell lines (52).

The most invasive cancers normally produce the broadest spectrum and the highest levels of chemokines (53). An important example of a cytokine receptor pair involved in cancer invasion and metastasis is Cxc12/Cxcr4. In vitro, the Cxc12 ligand stimulated breast cancer cells to carry out the basics of invasion, including pseudopodial protrusion, directed migration and penetration of extracellular matrix barriers (54). In vivo, metastasis to Cxcl12-rich lung tissue was blocked in animal models by treatment with a neutralising anti-human CXCR4 monoclonal antibody (55). Cxc12 is also an important mediator of advanced cancer and contributes significantly to the lethal phenotype (55). Tannic acid, a water-soluble polyphenol, which is abundant in Chinese herbal medicines and tea, is a Cxc12/Cxcr4 inhibitor, and this activity may contribute to its anti-inflammatory, anti-angiogenic and anti-tumour properties (56). In the present study, the down-regulation of Cxc12 in tumours of OPP-treated mice thus suggests a reduction in invasiveness and, possibly, metastatic potential of these tumours.

Conclusions

The array of bioactivities displayed by OPP suggests its potential application for a range of chronic diseases. While the biological effects observed in the present study are mainly attributed to phenolic compounds, the possible effects of other components cannot be discounted. What is important is that the extract in its entirety confers the positive outcomes reported in the present study. However, the effects of OPP in human subjects have yet to be shown, and we are currently designing human intervention trials to address this issue. Although we do not have information on the actual bioactive metabolites that reach the target organs, the breadth of biological activities observed in the present study indicates that OPP is bioavailable in animals and triggers a central regulatory response, which modulates key metabolic functions. In addition to the anti-tumour mechanisms observed in the present study, the use of genome-scale techniques to identify the molecular modes of action involved in conferring the biological effects of OPP in other chronic diseases is thus very much called for.
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